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PHILIP: 

 

So great. So we get keys made for each other’s apartments. So then you know 

what happens? I’ll tell you what happens. Maybe one night I’m at a party, a 

bar, whatever, and I meet a girl, and right off we know it’s the mutual 

attraction situation, and we have a little chat and a drink maybe, and the next 

thing you know we’re in a cab, and there’s a physical thing that’s happening , 

and we’re chewing each other’s faces and trying to decide where to go, you 

know, your place or mine, only hold the phone here, there is no decision to be 

made, because you’ve  got the key to my place, and I don’t know if you 

dropped it or what, and I don’t want to chance putting you or me in that 

awkward situation, so its off to her place somewhere in the East Eighties 

where I’ve got to climb over her two roommates and three cats to do it on a 

foam mattress on the floor real, real quiet like because Sally my roommate has 

a commercial call-back at nine-thirty in the morning and this whole time I’m 

having some resentment toward you because your having a key meant it had 

to be the cats and the floor and Sally the roommate asleep or nothing. 

I’m just being honest with you. Okay, look, say it’s the reverse situation, say 

you’re out with some guy and it’s getting personal and you want to invite him 

in, only you don’t know if I’ve come by to watch a movie on the Home Box. 

Half of me says sure, do it, she’s a great dame and you’re crazy about her and 

this could surely be IT, boyo, and the other half says sure, go ahead, but 

realize that somewhere down the line one of you will meet someone else, or it 

won’t work out, and there will be tears and hurt and the whole shebang 

because you had to take a perfectly good thing and go off and hinge 

everything on it and weigh it down with keys and commitments and all, 

because we couldn’t leave well enough alone. 
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